Case study

Litens Automotive Group
Adams-Marc co-simulation makes system analysis 15 times faster
than pure nonlinear FEA analysis

Introduction

Litens Automotive Group’s patented TorqFiltr torque
modulator uses an arc spring isolator mechanism to
decouple the accessory drive system inertia from
the engine torsional vibrations. The Litens torque
modulator controls the system resonant frequency
by tuning the spring stiffness to the system inertia.
Because the spring stiffness is softer than traditional
rubber isolators, vibrations from the engine are mostly
absorbed before being transmitted to the accessory
drive belt. This results in isolation of all components in
the accessory drive, and any accessory drive resonance
has very small peak amplitudes, since there is very
little excitation.
The product is dimensionally rather small, but
incorporates a complex mechanism consisting of a
series of components that transmit power to each other
through complicated frictional contacts rather than
fixed connections. “This device provides an enormous
design challenge,” said Dr. Steve Jia, Chief Engineer for
Litens Automotive Group. “We need to fully understand
the behavior of the design under dynamic loading
conditions. The product must be customized to deliver

optimal performance for many different automotive
engines. In the past, this involved a time-consuming and
expensive trial and error process.”

Challenge
Litens developed the ability to accurately simulate the
operation of its torque modulator including how the
design behaves, how components move and react against
each other, and what happens under dynamic loading
conditions with MSC Marc nonlinear finite element
analysis software. Simulation provides substantial
cost savings by accurately predicting performance of
a proposed design without the considerable expense
and lead time required to build and test a prototype.
However, the computational resource requirements are
considerable because a nonlinear finite element analysis is
performed on each component. Time to perform a typical
simulation is 30 hours, which limits the degree to which
nonlinear analysis can be used in the design process.
“We were looking for an approach that would allow us
to simulate the performance of our torque modulators,
including material and geometric nonlinearities, in a
fraction of the time so that we could integrate advanced
nonlinear analysis into the design process,” Dr. Jia said.
“We had the idea of combining multibody dynamics
(MBD) simulation at the system level with nonlinear finite
element analysis at the component level for components
with large deformation to achieve a fast solution and
accurate results.” MBD software has previously been
integrated with linear FEA software, but not with nonlinear
FEA, which is needed to provide accurate results for
components with large deformations and material
nonlinearities, such as the right and left side springs used
in the torque modulator.

Solution /validation
“MSC is the leader in nonlinear analysis with Marc and
the leader in MBD software with Adams, so they were the
obvious choice to approach with our request to integrate
these two technologies,” Dr. Jia said. MSC engineers
coupled Marc and Adams so that the interaction between
the motion behavior in Adams and the nonlinear behavior
in Marc is taken into account in the simulation at both
the system and component level and solved at each
integration time step. Deflections calculated by Adams
are taken into account at each time step in Marc and
dynamic loading conditions are transferred from Marc to
Adams. Marc determines stress and deformation at the
component level with geometric, material, and contact
nonlinearities taken into account.

Adams Model of the center drive and Marc model of the two springs

Results
Litens CAE engineers set up the typical simulation so
that only the left and right springs are modeled as flexible
bodies in Marc and all other components are modeled as
rigid bodies. Six contact points are established between
the shell of the torque modulator and the springs, and
these points are used by Adams to provide displacements
to Marc, and by Marc to provide forces back to Adams.
Under these conditions, Adams-Marc co-simulation
analyzes the torque modulator in only two hours, 1/15 of
the time required for Marc simulation. A small difference
of 10% in results was seen with co-simulation, and this
was expected since normal Marc simulation analyzes all
components as flexible bodies while the co-simulation
models most components as rigid bodies. The Marc
simulations have previously been found to be very close to
physical measurements. The co-simulation results for key
values, such as the inner drive angle as a function of input
torque, were found to vary by less than the 10% from the
Marc simulation over two revolutions of the input shaft.
“This small difference in results is acceptable considering
the dramatic reduction in computation time provided
by co-simulation,” Dr. Jia said. “This technology will
make it possible for the first time to utilize advanced
nonlinear FEA as an integral part of the design process.
We see this advancement as similar in significance to the
advancement several decades ago in computing power
which made it possible to integrate FEA into the design
process. It is expected that Adams-Marc co-simulation
in the early stages of the design process to evaluate
different design alternatives will significantly speed up
the design process. Once we find a design that looks
promising, we will run a more accurate Marc simulation to
validate its performance.”
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About Litens Automotive Group
Litens is a global organization serving the automotive
market with high quality service and products for power
transmission systems. Litens was the first company to
develop and produce in volume an automotive automatic
tensioner and single belt accessory drive. After 35 years,
Litens has established its global leadership in automotive
belt drive systems and component design applications.
The company is engaged in the development of innovative
products to provide its global customer base with unique
engineered solutions to vehicle performance and NVH
challenges.

The Adams-Marc co-simulation
capability more than satisfies our
guideline of ‘reasonable results
in a reasonable time.’ With up to
a 90% reduction in computa-tion
time, optimization using advanced
nonlinear FEA becomes practical.
Such development provides a
great benefit and is crucial for our
product development and we are
proud to work together with MSC
in advancing the technology ”
Dr. Steve Jia,
Chief Engineer, Litens Automotive Group

The Litens torque modulator controls the system resonant frequency by
tuning the spring stiffness to the system inertia
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Hexagon is a global leader in sensor, software and autonomous solutions.
We are putting data to work to boost efficiency, productivity,
and quality across industrial, manufacturing, infrastructure, safety,
and mobility applications.
Our technologies are shaping urban and production ecosystems
to become increasingly connected and autonomous – ensuring a scalable,
sustainable future.
MSC Software, part of Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division,
is one of the ten original software companies and a global leader in helping
product manufacturers to advance their engineering methods with
simulation software and services. Learn more at mscsoftware.com.
Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division provides solutions that utilise
data from design and engineering, production and metrology to make
manufacturing smarter.
Learn more about Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) at hexagon.com
and follow us @HexagonAB.
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